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Chairperson’s WORD

he word hospitality
means 'friendly and
generous reception
and entertainment of
visitors and guests' and

so is the industry where
guests are considered

supreme. Every planning,
development, and strategy is

weaved around the notion to
keep the guest at ease and luxury.

Our cover story highlights and celebrates the
journey of  five chefs who have been successful
in turning their passion into their career as
Culinary Experts, Artists, or Chefs. Once a
dream, now they are living their life with a mis-
sion to bring Indian food on a global platter.
Along with this issue, we also have covered
comprehensive product showcase that was
exhibited at AAHAR - The International Food
& Hospitality Fair 2018 conducted by ITPO - A
Government of India Enterprise. Few of these
products have potential to bring revolution in
the industry and are seen to possess features that
are best suited for commercial requirements.
Products such as 'Automated Chapati Machine'
and 'Decorative Refuse' that comes with rain
hood by Rubbermaid and many more were
exhibited at this fair that we felt should get the
highlight. The fair is known to savor the vibran-
cy of Indian Food & Hospitality Industry. We
also had the opportunities to conduct interviews
and shed light on the commendable accomplish-
ments of Paritosh Ladhani, Joint Managing
Director Radisson Blu Agra in this edition. Rekha Hora
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ur cover story
‘Hidden Heroes’ is
a special story that
features dynamic
& innovative chefs
of hospitality sector

who are known
across the industry for

their cooking skills and
expertise. Each chef has a dis-

tinctive story and learning to share. We called them
hidden heroes as they are always behind walls,
playing with the spices and vegetable to bring the
flavor on the platter for their guest.
What we realized while creating this story was how
well these chefs succeed in turning their passion in
the career. Dedicated to these chefs – the story has
brought inspirational tales to motivate our readers
to our readers.

For feedbacks please write to us at hello@hospibuz.com

Editor’s SPECK
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Komal Hora 
CEO,

HospiEmpire
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Because life gets better
when organized.

HospiBuz brings you an event
tub to help you create your very
own planner! Now, book your
ticket to attend an event, or sim-
ply mark events of your choice
in your diary. 

Event-tub!
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Hotel Investment ConferenceSouth Asia
Grand Hyatt Mumbai 04 to 05 
The Festival of Bharat
IGNCA, New Delhi 04 to 08 
6th Annual Inno Pack F&B 2018 Confex
The Westin, Mumbai 05 to 06 
HDI 2018 conference & Expo
MGM Grand, Las Vegas 10 to 13 

WOW FOOD EXPO (WFE)
NSIC Exhibition Complex, New Delhi

01 to 02 
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Goument Asia
Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre

09 to 11 

SIAL, SNIEC- Shanghai
Shanghai 16 to 19 

World of Food Service Expo
IMPACT Exhibition Center, Thailand 29 

18th Edition of International Rice
Pro Tech Expo 2018
JIFCO Resorts, Ludhiyana

18 to 20 

India Hospitality Expo + F & B Pro
Mumbai
The Arcade Shopping Centre, Mumbai 11 to 13 

Heimtextil India
Pragati Maidan, New Delhi, 

27 to 28 

Ambiente India
Pragati Maidan, New Delhi,

27 to 29 

FOOD SOUTH 2018
Chennai Trade Centre, Chennai 14 to 16 

Tokyo Cafe Show & Conference
Tokyo Big Sight, Koto, Japan 13 to 15

Food Hospitality World Bangalore
White Orchid, Bengaluru, India

07 to 09 

Hong Kong International Tea Fair 
Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre

16 to 18 

ANUTEC – International FoodTec India 
Bombay Exhibition Centre, Mumbai 27 to 29
India Foodex-Bangalore 
BIEC, Bengaluru 31
SnackBev India
BIEC, Bengaluru

31

Food Hospitality World Goa
Dr Shyama Prasad Mukherjee Stadium,

Taleigao
02 to 04 

Bakers Technology Fair Coimbatore
Coimbatore, Federal state Tamil Nadu 06 to 08 

Food & Technology Expo
Pragati Maidan, New Delhi 27 to 29 

BITAC Purchasing & Design East
Fairmont Southampton, Southampton, Bermuda

15 to 17 

THAILAND RETAIL, FOOD & HOSPITALITY
SERVICES 
BITEC, Bangkok (Thailand)

12 to 15 

Food Hospitality World Goa
TBC, Goa 

02 to 04 

Because life gets better
when organized.

HospiBuz brings you an event tub
to help you create your very own
planner! Now, book your ticket to
attend an event, or simply mark
events of your choice in your
diary. 

Event-tub!
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Radisson Hotel
Group™ introduced
new Loyalty Program

The newly rebranded Radisson Hotel Group™ introduced
a refreshed loyalty program, Radisson Rewards™, replac-
ing Club Carlson SM. Radisson Rewards will align with the
hotel group's new corporate identity. A new brand identi-
ty, a new global brand architecture and a new name to help
associate member benefits with consumer facing brands.
The refreshed program will serve as a powerful driver to the
commercial and brand awareness strategy, and build a
stronger relationship with hotel members. 

HOTELS

Doner & Gyros to
make India debut
Dubai-based quick service restaurant chain 'Doner & Gyros'
is all set to debut in India. The brand is entering in partner-
ship with FranGlobal, the overseas arm of franchise solu-
tions company Franchise India Holdings Ltd, and is looking
to open 150-200 stores in India over the next five years.
Launched in 2014, Doner & Gyros currently has 22 outlets
in UAE, Lebanon, the UK and Saudi Arabia. A total of
Rs200 crore will be invested over the next five years for
expansion in India.

RESTAURANTS

Impresario eyes 
outlets in Pune

The high-end restaurant
operator Impresario will open eight to twelve new Social
outlets in the city over the next two years, for which it will
invest close to Rs 20-30 crore. The first Social outlet -
Viman Nagar Social - was opened on March 8 at the
Phoenix mall. Social is a concept chain that relies on keep-
ing operational cost low and breaking even faster than other
chains. With the Social chain, CEO Amlani is also trying to
experiment with something unique.

Carlson Rezidor rebrands as
Radisson Hotel group

Global hospitality firm Carlson Rezidor Hotel Group,
rebranded itself as the Radisson Hotel Group. The group
said the decision for coming up with a new brand identity
was taken to capitalise on the powerful brand equity and the
international recognition the name Radisson enjoys. To
provide best moments for the guests, the group has
launched 'Every Moment Matters' as the new signature
service philosophy of the company and all its hotel brands.

Taj Lake Palace featured on Silver Screen

Taj Lake Palace, Udaipur, has featured in the list
of 10 iconic hotels globally made famous on the
silver screen, according to TripAdvisor trav-
ellers choice. With an average annual nightly
rate of Rs 56,216, Taj Lake Palace, Udaipur, has

made appearance in the movie Octopussy, which made
many travellers "long to stay at this hotel." This list is based
on reviews on travel site TripAdvisor with over 600 million
reviews and opinions covering the world's largest selection
of travel listings worldwide.

MakeMyTrip to re-list
OYO hotels
More than two years after delist-
ing OYO Rooms' hotel inventory, online travel platform
MakeMyTrip said it will once again offer OYO hotel
rooms, a move that is likely to boost sales at Oyo. A group
of online travel providers including MakeMyTrip, Goibibo
and Yatra jointly blocked OYO from listing its hotels on
their platforms in October 2015. Mint reported in January
that OYO is making more than 90% of its revenue from its
franchise business.

Buzz Corner www.hospibuz.com
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Swiggy to enter
Coimbatore, Kochi

Food ordering and delivery
platform Swiggy announced its foray in Coimbatore and
Kochi this month as part of efforts to strengthen presence in
the south. Bangalore, Chennai and Hyderabad are some of
the strongest markets for Swiggy, and the expansion will
further firm up the company's position in southern India.
The company had entered three new cities, Ahmedabad,
Chandigarh and Jaipur, in last three months. The company
has more than 25,000 restaurant partners across 13 cities in
the country.

Speciality Restaurants 
profits hit on cost surge
Speciality Restaurants, owners of
brands like ‘Mainland China’, ‘Oh!
Caclutta’ and others, has taken a hit on its bottom-line after
GST and the subsequent absence of input tax credit under
the new regime. According to Anjan Chatterjee, Founder
and Managing Director, there has been a near 18 per cent
jump in cost and a subsequent 12 per cent impact on its bot-
tom-line. To offset the cost rise, a 3-4 per cent increase in
prices has already been initiated.

Britannia to launch Croissant

Biscuit maker Britannia Industries
Ltd is planning to launch croissant
in packets during the second half of

this year, said Gunjan Shah, Vice President (Sales) Kolkata.
The joint venture entity-Britchip Foods Ltd may also look
at launching a few other products, according to Britannia's
fillings with BSE. Britannia holds 60% in Britchip Foods
while Chipita has the remaining equity. After the 10-year
lock-in, Britannia will have the right of first refusal if
Chipita intends to sell its stake.

Nestle India goes Hyperlocal

Nestle India Ltd is adopting a hyper-
local model for marketing and distribu-
tion that the local entity of the Swiss
packaged food company believes will
help increase penetration and expand reach leading to faster
growth. As part of this approach, Nestle has divided India
into 15 different clusters-each considered a different mar-
ket-based on food preferences of the local consumers.
"There are many Indias in India. Each of them needs to be
served differently," said Suresh Narayanan, chairman and
managing director, Nestle India.

MS Dhoni to endorse Snickers

Chocolate maker Mars Wrigley
Confectionery said it has appointed
Indian cricketer MS Dhoni as brand
ambassador of popular chocolate Snickers. The chocolate's
association with the former Indian cricket captain kickstarts
with a new 30 seconds television commercial, the company
said in a statement. The brand has been earlier endorsed by
Bollywood actors Rekha and Sonam Kapoor.

Domino's Pizza now in
Bangladesh!

Jubilant FoodWorks has entered
into a joint venture agreement
with Golden Harvest QSR Ltd to
launch Domino's Pizza in
Bangladesh. Jubilant FoodWorks

is a master franchise holder of Domino's Pizza and Dunkin'
Donuts brands in India. It also has exclusive rights to devel-
op and operate Domino's Pizza brand in Sri Lanka,
Bangladesh and Nepal. The company will hold 51 per cent
stake in the joint venture entity - Jubilant Golden Harvest
Ltd - while Golden Harvest QSR Ltd, a part of the Golden
Harvest Group, will own the remaining stake.

F&B INUSTRY

Buzz Cornerwww.hospibuz.com
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United Breweries to enter craft beer
market

United Breweries (UB) said it will enter the
craft beer market towards the end of this year
to address the small but growing segment of
the industry which has appealed to the young

millennial customers of cities with higher disposable
income. Craft beer, though niche, has gained popularity in
India with companies such as B9 Beverages, which owns
the Bira 91 brand and White Rhino taking the lead but the
volume is extremely small, roughly about 1% of the nearly
3 billion litre beer market in the country.

New brand ambassador at Appy Fizz 

Actor and reality show host Salman Khan is
the new brand ambassador for Appy Fizz, an
aerated fruit drink from Parle Agro Pvt. Ltd.
Khan will appear in the brand's 'Feel the fizz'
summer advertising campaign starting in the coming weeks,
the maker of Appy and Frooti fruit juices and Bailley min-
eral water said. Appy Fizz is one of the sponsors of the
eleventh edition of Bigg Boss, the popular television reality
show being hosted by Khan.

Tata Sons to buy up to 6.64%
shares in Indian Hotel Companies

Indian Hotels Company Ltd declared
that Tata Sons will be acquiring up to
6.64 per cent shares of the company from

three promoter entities as part of restructuring the invest-
ment portfolio. Tata Sons will be acquiring shares from Sir
Dorabji Tata Trust, Lady Tata Memorial Trust and Sir
Ratan Tata Trust. While the maximum number of shares
up to which acquisitions may be made from Sir Dorabji
Tata Trust is up to 50,221,040.

OYO out shopping with
$250 million in hand

OYO will scout for more
acquisitions in the upcoming fiscal, as the online budget
hotels aggregator stitches together a more aggressive buyout
strategy, buoyed by a $250-million war chest. In late 2015,
it had also entered into negotiations to acquire smaller rival
Zo Rooms, but in October last year terminated the negoti-
ations stating that it had failed to identify any "potential
value" in the latter's business.

Heineken eyes driver's seat in UB

Heineken has proposed to buy from the
Enforcement Directorate Vijay Mallya's
unpledged shares in United Breweries as
the world's second-largest beer maker
moves to secure complete control of India's top beer pro-
ducer. JM Financial, the investment bank appointed by
Heineken International, recently submitted a share purchase
proposal to ED. The shares are valued at about Rs
4,331crore at current market price of Rs 1,020 and com-
prise 15.2% in UB, the makers of Kingfisher beer.

KKR sold stake in Coffee Day
Enterprises

Private equity major KKR sold nearly 6
per cent stake in Coffee Day Enterprises,
which runs the popular Cafe Coffee Day
chain, for Rs 405 crore through open mar-
ket transactions. Coffee Day Enterprises's
promoter Malavika Hegde was among the

buyers of the shares. According to the bulk deal data avail-
able with NSE, KKR Mauritius Pe Investments Ii disposed
of 1.25 crore shares amounting to 5.92 per cent stake in
Coffee Day Enterprises.

ACQUISITION

Buzz Corner www.hospibuz.com
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Trilyo gets Rs 1.62 crore
Bengaluru-based artificial intelligence plat-
form for hospitality industry, Trilyo, said it
has raised $250,000 (Rs 1.62 crore) in fund-
ing from Startup Buddy, Pulse Venture

Capital and others. Trilyo, a B2B hospitality industry SaaS
company that offers AI-driven voice chat-based solutions
for providing next-generation customer experience, will
utilise the capital primarily to scale operations in India and
South-East Asia. With this funding, the firm will focus on
the bigger picture in the hotel industry.

ONLINE REVENUE

Hotelogix raised $5 million
Hotelogix, a cloud-based hotel property
management solutions provider, said that it
has raised $5 million in a round led by
Vertex Ventures. Hotelogix is an enterprise
Saas solution aimed at small- to mid-size resorts and hotels
to manage operations like reservations, front desk interac-
tions, housekeeping transactions, accounts, back office and
payments. The Hotelogix platform gives hoteliers addition-
al capabilities to not only manage operations from any inter-
net-connected device remotely but also link with online
travel platforms for targeted marketing and integrated com-
munication.

Ninjacart raises $1 million
B2B agri-marketplace, Ninjacart, has

secured $1 million in venture debt funding in an investment
round led by Trifecta Capital. The Bengaluru based startup
is planning to use the investment for strengthening the sup-
ply chain and invest in capital expenditure, stated the com-
pany. Operated by 63Ideas Infolabs, the company has raised
a total of $9.5 million of disclosed funding. Ninjacart claims
to have delivered over 150 tonnes of fruits and vegetables
every day in Bengaluru. 

18th Regional Convention in Sri Lanka
For the first time ever, HRAWI has
planned of hosting its 18th Regional
Convention overseas at Colombo, Sri
Lanka. Scheduled to take place from 27th
June to 30th June, 2018, the convention
will integrate business sessions on specially curated topics for
hospitality professionals with evening gala over cocktails and
dinner. With over 300 participants expected to gather at
one place, the convention will offer business networking
opportunities for industry players.

GOVERNMENT

Indian Visitor Arrivals Spiked for Singapore
For the third time in a row, Visitor Arrivals (VA)
from India in to Singapore has crossed the one
million mark, reinforcing it as one of the most
preferred destinations for Indian travelers.

Singapore Tourism Board announced that India, for the first
time, has moved up from fourth to third place as a VA
source market for Singapore. It recorded the highest growth
rate of 16% among all markets. 

Zomato, Swiggy get lion's share

Zomato and Swiggy have turned out to be the favourites
among PE and VC investors, as the two alone garnered a
total investment of $700 million, just $143 million shy of
investment into India's organised restaurant segment
over the last five years. This signals a clear shift in the
food business, as the total amount of $843 million into
the restaurant sector in India invested by PE-VC firms
includes categories such as quick serve, casual dining and
fine dining, while Zomato and Swiggy are primarily into
the app-based food delivery business. In comparison,
over the last five year period, Zomato and Swiggy were
flush with $700 million. 

Buzz Cornerwww.hospibuz.com
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MSME Trade Fair to focus on food sector
The Odisha MSME International Trade Fair,
2018 was organized from March 5 to 10 with
focus on food processing sector. Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik inaugurated the fair to be

attended by more than 500 domestic and international del-
egates. The trade fair had more than 350 stalls in 6 pavilions.
Seminars on MSME-related topics will be held for the ben-
efit of micro and small entrepreneurs during the trade fair.
The trade fair will have added attraction of various Odia and
continental cuisine.

Aadhaar, invoice made mandatory for liquor
vends in Haryana
Aadhaar number and issue of invoice
for sale of alcohol have been made
mandatory for retail liquor vends in
Haryana. The M L Khattar government proposed "massive"
hike of about 57 per cent in excise duty on country liquor
and up to 10 per cent increase on Indian Made Foreign
Liquor (IMFL), which may lead to increase in liquor prices.
In the new excise policy for 2018-19 unveiled, the Haryana
government proposed an 8 per cent increase in minimum
retail price (MRP) of country liquor while preferring not to
touch the MRP of IMFL.

Milk Production rose by 20%
Milk Production in the country
increased by 20 per cent from 137.7
million tonnes to 165.4 million
tonnes between 2014 and 2017,
Minister of Agriculture and Farmers'
Welfare Radha Mohan Singh has
said. Also, the per capita availability
of milk has risen by 15.6 per cent

from 307 gms a day to 355 gms per day between 2013-14
and 2016-17, an official statement quoted the minister as
saying. The minister pointed out that Budget 2018 had laid
special emphasis on animal husbandry.

Tourism Ministry considering night
markets, restaurants

Minister of State for Tourism K J Alphons today said all
night open restaurants and night markets are some of the
proposals being considered by his ministry to promote
tourism and clarified that by promoting “night-life” he did
not mean just ‘night-clubs’ but wholesome entertainment.
He said there was a need to have activities around monu-
ments after sunset too.The ministry has taken an initiative to
illuminate monuments after dark. 

Japanese food processing major in Telangana
Japanese food processing major ISE Foods would set up a pro-
cessing unit near Siddipet in Telangana soon, according to the
state government release.The Telangana government has
"handed over all the required allotments and incentives details"
to the Chairman of ISE Foods Nobuhiko ISE at a meeting
held in Hyderabad, it said in a release. An MoU with ISE
foods was inked during state Industries Minister KT Rama
Rao's visit to Japan in January this year, it said. Rao outlined
the focus sectors of the state government.The state govern-
ment would extend all possible assistance to Japanese investors
willing to invest in Telangana, it said.

ITC's Aashirvaad becomes Rs 4,000 cr brand
FMCG major ITC declared that its Aashirvaad atta has
become a Rs 4,000-crore brand in the wheat flour market,
with around 28 per cent share in the branded segment. The
company as part of its expansion plans is also expanding brand
Aashirvaad into new segments as milk and ghee in the dairy
category, besides spices, instant mixes, ready meals etc. ITC
exports Aashirwad atta to 32 countries, including US, Canada
and Middle East, targeting the Indian diaspora. The export is
presently about 7 per cent of total sales.

FOOD BRANDS

Buzz Corner www.hospibuz.com
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ITC vegetable, fruits to be available in metros 
FMCG major ITC will expand its
Farmland range of vegetables and fruits,
and Master Chef Range of frozen products
to seven metros in the next three years.
Presently, ITC is selling fresh potatoes and
apples under the Farmland brand and
dehydrated onions and prawns under its

Master Chef brand in Delhi, Hyderabad, Kolkata and
Bangalore. The company will first develop the infrastruc-
ture in the city and consolidate its position and then move
to other markets as part of its strategy.

It is snacking time!
Delhi-based Bagrry's is stepping up its
presence in the breakfast-cereal category
by assigning a capex of Rs. 100 crore towards a greenfield
manufacturing base. The 25-year-old company has mills in
northern India and is now considering a new state-of-the-
art facility for making breakfast cereal in either West or
South India. The additional plant is expected to help the
company compete more aggressively with MNC competi-
tors such as Kellogg's and PepsiCo in the Rs. 1,400-crore
breakfast-cereal market.

ITC to enter branded rice segment by end this year
ITC Ltd plans to launch branded packaged rice this year.
The Kolkata-based company will sell both basmati and
non-basmati rice and, in future, introduce ready-to-make
versions of rice-based dishes. In India, New Delhi-based
KRBL Ltd is the largest rice company with around 30%
share in the domestic market and about 25% share in export.
ITC's entry into the volume-led rice market is part of the
company's plan to generate around Rs 65,000 crore from
packaged foods by 2030 to reach its target of Rs1 trillion
revenue from non-cigarette packaged goods by that time.

Foodpanda launches dedicated technology centre 
Online marketplace for food
delivery, Foodpanda,
announced the launch of its
dedicated technology centre in
Bengaluru. The state-of-the-
art tech centre will be aimed to
strengthen the technology

infrastructure,product capabilities and end user experience
for the company. It said a blueprint has been drawn to hire
about 100 team members with strong tech background in a
span of six to nine months. The centre would be headed by
Nitin Gupta, who was recently appointed as the Head of
Engineering.

Robot rides are going to deliver pizza and parcels
before people
In the wait for self-driving tech-
nology, cell-phone toting tech
bros may have to cede their spot
in line to pizzas, Craigslist couch-
es and the mounting ephemera of
e-commerce. The future-at least
in the near-term-will not only be driverless, but sans passen-
ger as well. The early conversations around driverless cars
have focused on robot taxis because taking the human driver
out of a cab seemed like the quickest path to profitability. But
an increasing number of companies-automakers, tech giants,
startups, parcel services-are seeing autonomous delivery as the
more lucrative venture. Here's how short-haul robot delivery
might work, according to those creating it: You order an item
online or on your phone and specify a window of time for it
to be delivered to your home or office. As the package nears
its destination, you get an alert telling you to come to the curb
to retrieve your merchandise from a locked compartment in
the vehicle. You unlock it with a code punched into a touch-
pad on the side of the vehicle or by scanning a barcode texted
to your phone.

TECH UPDATE

Buzz Cornerwww.hospibuz.com
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Ricky had performed
same concert at the
UN General
Assembly, New York.
It was not only a 
tribute to nature by
these stellar musicians,
but a reflection of it, 
incorporating the
orchestral sounds of
the wild. It was sound
of Earth.

Ode to 
Mother Nature

“Music for the Planet” concert
was performed by Grammy®
Winner ‘Ricky Kej Live at UB City,
Bengaluru. Kej performed music from his latest album ‘Shanti
Samsara – World Music for Environmental Consciousness’. This
album was launched by PM Narendra Modi and Francois
Hollande, president of France in presence of World Leaders at
the Paris COP21 Summit and has gained immense popularity
world-over reaching out to millions of fans.

What – Musical Concert
Where – UB City, Bengaluru

This year ICC witnesses ten
cosplayers from Pune,
Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru
and Hyderabad Comic
Con’s compete against each
other at New Delhi. The
Indian Champion will 
represent the country in
Chicago, going up against
champions from USA,
France, Australia, China,
Singapore, Indonesia and
Austria. The event also saw
Fan Cosplay Contests, Live
Music, Interactive Panels
and more alongside Beat
Breakers Dance troupe and
Classic Collective & DJ
Raedl.

Cosplay Championship involves per-
formance by cosplayers, who take ‘avtars’
representing certain characters. Source of
these avtars range from manga to anime
to comic books & cartoons, video games
and many more.

ooff  Cosplay
Battle

What – Indian Championship
of Cosplay (ICC)

Where – DL F Place, Saket
New Delhi

April 2018 I Hospitality Lexis 16
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Scarfs, jerseys, and flags
were flown in the air as
Delhi people cheered for
their favorite football play-
er at DLF Promenade.
Football enthusiast of the
city witnessed delirium as
DLF Promenade in associ-
ation with Star Sports
Football brought them the
match screening they had
been waiting for! Football
fans cheered and geared as
Liverpool traveled to Old
Trafford to face their bitter
rivals. LFC fans were rep-
resented by DelhiKop at
this event.

What - Select Fan Club
Screening

Where - The Hub, DLF
Promenade

Was that a 
goal?

The venue mall organized a lot
of fan engaging activities such as

football quiz, biggest fan competi-
tion, skill zone for the fans that get

them engaged alongside cheering during
the match! The side activities ran parallel

with food and 
beverages being available at the venue.

Through curated food festi-
vals, innovative menus and a
team of expert specialty
chefs, the property’s in-
house restaurants is featured
among the city’s favorites.
This is evident through key
achievements in The Times
Food & Nightlife Awards
2018 where Coriander
Kitchen was awarded for
‘The Best Sunday Brunch’
and ‘Pune Sugar Box’ was
awarded for ‘The Best Café’
in Pune.

What - II Anniversary Celebration
Where - Conrad Pune by Hilton

The debut property
of the Conrad Hotels
& Resorts brand by
Hilton in India -
Conrad Pune cele-
brated their 2nd
Anniversary. The
hotel is managed by
Hilton Worldwide
and owned by Palm
Grove Beach Hotels
Pvt. Ltd. On the
occasion of its 2nd
Anniversary, the
iconic Art Deco
inspired Conrad Pune celebrated its commitment towards curat-
ed experiences, top quality services and sophisticated style!

Day to Celebrate!
Event Spotlightwww.hospibuz.com
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Paritosh Ladhani
Joint Managing Director, Radisson Blu - Agra

Balancing Emotions
to Balance Life!

Being an energetic entrepreneur that he is, Paritosh Ladhani has
driven Radisson Blu - Agra towards the greater heights with pow-
erful strides into the hospitality domain. The city has appreciated

the freshness, contemporary look and food that Radisson Blu - Agra
offers, which has not been an overnight achievement but is a result of the
pre-opening research, feedback and understanding of the market, which
Paritosh personally oversaw. He believes that the necessary offshoots to
the leisure hotel industry like Spa and Food Outlets have to be world
class. With his sharp understanding of business ethics, he values the
amount of detailing and hard work. Paritosh hails from a business family
that happens to be the biggest Bottler for Coca-Cola India. His family has
been the No.1 bottling group for the company for the last 20 years, and
this continual supremacy inspired him to venture into other business
ideas, such as, hospitality. Hospitality Lexis brings you an exclusive inter-
view, straight from the words of Paritosh Ladhani to know more about
how he evolved from his experiences and contributed to the ever chang-
ing Hospitality industry.

Interviewwww.hospibuz.com
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Being from a business family that hap-
pens to be the biggest bottler for
Coca-Cola India, you chose to be the
part of the hotel industry. What moti-
vated and influenced you the most in
your early days to join the hotel
industry?

Being a Coca Cola bottler is quite exciting.
The entire gamut of customers is so eclectic
that you learn from every sect of society. We
are dealing with more than 15000 conven-
ience (paan shops et al) stores, 10000 grocery
stores and 5000 Eating & Drinking stores. We
are also dealing with Modern Trades like Big
Bazaar, New age Cinemas like PVR and all
kinds of hotels including the most luxurious
like Amar Vilas.
While interacting with the owners and Hotel
GMs, I found the business equally challeng-
ing, exciting, full of creativity and lots of
energy. I love to travel and stay in various
hotels. Also, Coca Cola Bottling is a very
prestigious business, being a Hotelier was
equally prestigious..

What do you feel about wellness
industry in India? What can be done
to make India the biggest wellness
industry in the world?

Wellness today is a 100,000 crore industry.
Ideally, India should be the beacon for well-
ness industry in the world. We have Yoga and
Ayurveda as one of the most proven and
ancient wellness science. We need to harness
these magnificent concepts and showcase us
as the world’s wellness capital.
Wellness Institutes like Jindal and Ananda are
doing extremely well. We need to learn more
about our history and put the best practices in
place. We are also planning to set up a well-
ness resort in Rishikesh in years to come.

Please tell us about the wellness prop-
erties of Radisson Blu Agra, how it
has evolved and your breakthrough or
expansion plans for it.

Radisson Blu Agra believes in the comfort of
the guests. Our guests are in indulgent mood
as Agra is a leisure destination. We have 3000
sq ft ALIVE spa where we offer international
and Ayurvedic massages. We have regular
Yoga sessions for our guests.

What advice you would like to
give to our budding hotel
management students, man-
agers and hoteliers on how to
be efficient and effective in
running a hotel?

Hard work is the only option.
There is absolutely no shortcut to
success. Hotel job requires lot of
man hours, and one has to be ready
for it. Another advice which I
would give to these budding exec-
utives and entrepreneurs, is to
always look for detailing. Whether
it is the detailing during building a
hotel, or while servicing a guest.
Let me give you an example,
While serving tea to a guest, it
should always be served from the
right hand side of the guest, the
first pour should only cover 75% of
the cup.

One has to be passionate to be in
this industry. The leadership
would always take note of a hard
working passionate employee, as it
is extremely easy to get feedback
about him in this industry.
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Wellness today is a 100,000 crore industry.
Ideally, India should be the beacon for wellness
industry in the world. We have Yoga and
Ayurveda as one of the most proven and
ancient wellness science. We need to harness
these magnificent concepts and showcase us
as the world’s wellness capital.

Being in Hospitality
Industry you must have
undergone a high
moment and a low
moment. How have
you managed both?

I have had my share of
success and failures in
life. Initially, I used to
be extremely excited
and equally depressed
during these times,
now my reactions are
never sinusoidal.
I keep on looking for
the best practices in
Hotel management,
and implement it if my
budget allows it. I am
extremely confident
about the quality and
innovation in our food
department. I am also
very particular about
our service scores. I
believe in inspiring and
motivating my team to
give the best.

The dynamics of hospitality market has
changed quite a bit in past few years
with new trends setting that are tech-
savvy and attractive to the younger
generation. How do you keep your
business up to date to cope up with
such challenges and changing market
trends? Please tell us about few distinct
trends that you notice in the hospitali-
ty industry in the coming years.

For our category of hotels, we do not need to be
over the top tech savvy. I stayed in one of the upscale
Dubai hotel last winters. The entire had gadgetries
everywhere, from living room to bed room extend-
ing to public areas. The flipside of such an arrange-
ment was, that the hotel staff was full of engineers
solving every little problem in gadget, rather than
addressing to guests service on food, housekeeping
and basic hospitality processes.
It is important to be tech savvy, but a guest likes to
see a beautiful hard-bound menu rather than order-
ing from I-pads. We introduced I-pad menus in our
Bar and speciality restaurants which were outrightly
rejected. It is important to have high speed internet
in the hotel, however, for a luxury hotel like us, the
guest prefer beautiful analog clocks rather than the
digital case.

Interviewwww.hospibuz.com
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arnival
of

Colors
What La Tomatina is to Spain is Holi is to India! High spirit and vibrancy are witnessed during the

festival of colors in India, Nepal and across the globe. The nation grooved in the beat of festivity
this Holi, and so did the Hospitality Industry. The industry witnessed special extravaganza in terms

of celebrations, while few put cautious eyes on the environmental degrade factor thus celebrating chemi-
cal-less Holi or avoided much water usage, others brought in special spa packages or adventure activities for
kids. Few in the industry made sure guests were treated with traditional lip-smacking delicacies for the
occasion with mouth watering drinks for their Brunch, Lunch or simple Snack session. The overall aura
curated by the industry was best suited for the crowd who joined in the fun carnival in sync with their taste.
What we found out, in general, was the industry experimented with the food and party - so we brought to
you our special comparative study between Holi Menu & Holi Parties that were planned across the indus-
try in this season of colors.
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Novotel Imagica
Khopoli

Special stay package for
guests to luxuriate in plush

rooms with access to the
gym & spa, and relish a lav-
ish breakfast, lunch and hi-

tea spread at the resort's 
signature restaurant 

- The Square.

Grand Hyatt, Goa 
The hotel celebrated the true joy of Holi not
just with its guests, but also with its associates
as well as the young children from Care &
Compassion and Bethesda Life Center.

Grand Hyatt Goa celebrated its third edition of
Holi Party with extravaganza this season. Like
every year, the party at the property was an
environmentally conscious celebration with-
out water and with the use of organic colors;
stressing on the idea of enjoying Holi 'sans
chemical colors and rain dance'. Everyone
grooved into the tunes of popular Bollywood
hits and indulged in Holi delicacies.
Staying true to its brand initiatives,
the hotel celebrated the festival
while being mindful of the
e n v i r o n m e n t .

The Resort
Madh-Marve

The Adventure Zone at the property
conducted a host of activities

including Rock Climbing,
Rappelling, Air Rifle Shooting,

Archery, String Balance,
Commando Bridge, Air Obstacle,
Swing Crossing, Burma Bridge,

Horizontal Ladder and much
more for kids.

HITCH KIT BKC, Powai
Pre-Holi bash with 'HOLI'wood Night,

Thandai & Thumkas.

HITCHKI Powai celebrated the pre-holi bash
this season with a bang! While the festival cel-
ebrates good over evil, guests at the property
enjoyed the party with dance rounds and tipsy
colas! To set the mood right, DJ Bunty,
known for his outstanding ability to mix dance
numbers with the classics, played some of the
best and high spirited mixes at the HITCHKI
BKC. Meanwhile, the crowd also witnessed

some energetic Bollywood Numbers by
DJ Deepak as he set the floor high, thus
ensuring all guest are glued to the dance

floor. Adding more colors to the occasion,
two special drinks - LIIT & Balam Pichkari

were added to their menus.

LIVE
COUNTER

Chole Bhature
Kheema Pav

Pakodas
Jalebis

Cocktail Snacks
Thandai

FFFFoooooooo
dddd

ttttssss
FFFFuuuunnnn

BRUNCH

SN
AC

K

Kaikari Vegetable
Fish in Soya Garlic Sauce
Mutton Rogan Josh 
Paneer Kali Gol Mirch 
Shrimp Salt & Pepper
Punjabi Mutter Kulcha 
Seekh Kebab Gilafi 
Dal Frontier
Rangeen Subz Biryani
Smoked
Aam Panna
Mango Lassi

Holiday Inn Mumbai
International Airport
Lavish spread of traditional delicacies that went

well along with the colored festivity.

Sweets and Snacks
Puran Polis

Gujiyas

Kachoris
Malpuas
Thandai
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Meeting
different peo-
ple and handling

their expectations is exciting.
Challenging is making all of them go

back happy.

My advice is to 'Stick to basics'. We, at
times, over complicate our operations by over

analyzing things. What is important is to
remember that we are a service industry,
dealing with people and their emotions.

Simple philosophy of treating customers as
you would treat a guest at your home
and taking 'Care' of your colleagues

as the biggest , would make you
successful and competitive.

Meet the
Strategist
Meet the
Strategist
Meet the
Strategist
Meet the
Strategist
Meet the
Strategist
Meet the
Strategist

Vishal Singh is a pioneer in the
Hotel Industry with over twenty
years of experience. He did his

graduation from IHM, Pusa, New Delhi
and thereafter an MBA in Marketing. His
passion has always been Food & Beverage
and that's what leads him to start his stint
with the Hyatt brand in 2002 at Hyatt
Regency Delhi. In 2006 he moved to
Grand Hyatt Mumbai as Assistant Director
of Food & Beverage and was instrumental in
launching the iconic 'China House'. Goa
came calling next at the luxurious Park
Hyatt Goa Resort & Spa where he joined as
Director Food & Beverage. His tryst with
Hyatt recurred in 2013 when he took over
Hyatt Pune as its first General Manager
2013. He is presently the General Manager
of Hyatt Regency Pune.

Interview www.hospibuz.com
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Q. What motivated you to enter the field of
Hospitality? You have worked at various Hotels
such as Hyatt Regency Delhi, Grand Hyatt
Mumbai, Park Hyatt Goa Resort & Spa, Hilton
Chennai, Doubletree by Hilton, Gurgaon and
currently working with 'Hyatt Regency Pune' it
must be challenging but exciting to work with
different management team, please tell us how
do you deal with the change in the manage-
ment team as mind set of customer base varies
a lot with the cities?

Hospitality industry ensures that there is not a dull
moment any time. There are always new guests to be
catered to, new challenges to be addressed and this
constant adrenaline rush has been my motivation fac-
tor from the start of my career. Change is a constant
and our ability to deal with change on an ongoing
basis ensures is the key for a fulfilling and successful
working life. I have been lucky to have always
worked with dynamic teams catering to a wide vari-
ety of customers. It is our continuous endeavor to
empathize with guests, put ourselves in their shoes,
understand their expectations and deliver according-
ly. Cities do have different diasporas but the needs of
our guests remain same, that of excellence in service
& product, delivered with warmth and 'Care'. With
millennial making up for an ever increasing chunk of
this customer base it is important for businesses to
themselves constantly updated.

Q. What makes "Hotel Hyatt Regency Pune"
better than other luxurious hotels? In your
opinion what is the best marketing strategy
adopted by "Hotel Hyatt Regency Pune"?

Hyatt Regency Pune which offers a wide variety of
products under one big umbrella from 222 spacious
rooms including 50 Regency Club rooms & 18
suites, in addition to 81 fully serviced apartments for
short and long term stays. Our fine-dining restau-
rants, bars and lounges, feature continental and local
cuisines. 1,900 sq m of convenient and efficient
meeting and event space, meeting & board room
facilities. Our state of the art Arogya Spa & indoor
temperature controlled pool provides rejuvenation
and wellness, while our gymnasium & fitness centre
ensures great work-outs. We believe in giving each
guest a personalized experience connecting them to
what matter to them most. The best marketing strat-
egy adopted is 'happy guests get more guests'.

Q. Please tell us about the most challenging and
exciting part of hotel industry?

Meeting different people and handling their expecta-
tions is exciting. Challenging is making all of them
go back happy.

Q. Pune has very diverse culture and people of
all generations would be your customers. What
does Hotel Hyatt Regency offers to keep people
of all generation from college student to work-
ing generation to parents with small kids
happy?

At Hyatt Regency Pune we have something to offer
every generation. Right from a summer camp for
kids, to relaxation for men and women at the Arogya
Spa, Pool and Gym, to a selection of whiskies for the
middle aged connoisseur at Single Malt & Co. Our
Puneri Pop-up, is in line with what the millennial
would want, casual local flavours. We endeavor to
create innovative and unique experiences for every-
one.

Q. Apart from magnificent accommodation
and mouth watering food, what facilities Hyatt
Regency Pune provides to make the customers
feel more special?

Hyatt Regency Pune is a complete destination in
itself. Recreation forms a major part of a guest's
experience. We have the city's only temperature
controlled indoor pool, state-of-the-art fitness cen-
ter, and Arogya Spa that offers multiple therapeutic
treatments. The hotel is also conveniently located
near the best shopping areas and sight-seeing spots of
the city. For children the hotel has a complete out-
door Kids Zone. The hotel also keeps organizing
curated events for residents as well as locals. Cooking
and baking sessions, kid's summer camps are a few
examples.

Q. Hotel Hyatt Regency Pune organizes a lot of
conference and events, how different is it to
organize these conference and events as com-
pare to dining and what are the key points your
management keep in mind while organizing
these events?

We at Hyatt Regency Pune are a one stop solution
for any sized conference and events, we have skilled
and experienced event / conference organizers, it
takes a lot of planning and coordination to make an
event successful and the same starts much in advance.
What is important is to understand the purpose of the
event, their financial plan and expectations so that
tailor made solutions can be provided. We believe in
personalization and not one size fits all models.

Interviewwww.hospibuz.com



The Power of Spa
Earlier, spa signified only body massage, but in present times it signifies holistic treatment of a being. Water

treatment also known as "Spa therapy" and "Spa Aqua Therapies" helps to reduce the sugar level of a human
body and also reduce the fatigue, resulting in increased blood circulation. Similarly, there is wide array of ther-

apies available in the spa and wellness business. It is difficult to go on holidays for the refreshment of body and
mind, but the therapies of spa effectively act as substitute to recharge and re-energize human body. Every thera-
py plays an important role for relaxation. It also helps to fight against ailment, assist in weight loss and relief in mus-
cular pain, and enhance the skin by fighting the ageing, the benefits are endless. Hospitality Lexis had a word with
Director of Shamana Spa and Recreation - Grand Hyatt Goa, Alejandro Leo and Lily Bernard, Spa Operational
Manager - Clarks Exotica Convention Resort and Spa, Bengaluru.

Alejandro Leo is the Director of Shamana Spa and
Recreation, Grand Hyatt Goa. Alejandro has more than
sixteen years of varied experience in the spa industry. He

is originally from Merida, Mexico and began his career in the
year of 2000 working with global brands like Le Meridien,
Rosewood and Orient Express Hotels. In Alejandro Leo's opin-
ion Goa is a destination synonymous with relaxation. Our guests
often choose to travel to Goa to unwind, making it the ideal as a

premium spa and wellness centre. Shamana Spa at Grand Hyatt
Goa is a full service, well equipped spa and wellness centre
offering a myriad of services which include South Asian and
Ayurvedic spa treatments, a fitness centre, a relaxation studio
and beauty salon all in one place. To add to this, Shamana Spa
also has indoor and outdoor pools, wet areas with sauna, steam,
plunge pools and whirlpools making it an ultimate paradise
resort temple. 

We constantly strive to ensure our
guests are offered the best in class serv-
ices. Our hospitality is aimed at making
guests feel relaxed and at ease like they
would be in the comforts of their home
even when travelling. To ensure this,
Shamana Spa is an organically devel-
oped asset - a wellness destination
where guests can relax, have fun and
spend quality time with their family
and friends.

Passion is important for what you do
and a great team who shares the same
passion and ownership, also creativity is
very important to become unique and to
create unforgettable memories.

Alejandro Leo
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Shamana Spa now also boasts of Halo
therapy treatments in the sauna room and
fitness centre, a salt wall therapy when
activated with heat are hygroscopic and
act as natural ionizers, fostering the
exchange of negative ions that detox and
rejuvenate the body inside out. These
services and innovations in wellness are
well appreciated by guests making
Shamana Spa a valued asset in guest
services, with a constant drive to inno-
vate and ensure the best in class services.
Being thorough professional, he is
directly involve in his daily operation
and lead his team by giving examples of
excellent customer care, professionalism

and requirements need to deliver a great
e x p e r i e n c e .

According to Leo, Spas are sanctuaries
of peace and relaxation and to achieve
that is a lot of work that need to be done.
"It doesn't matter at what level you are,
the main purpose is to deliver unique
experiences to every single person and to
make it happen training for all staff is
involve, choose the correct products and
ingredients for the treatments, cleanli-
ness and personalized service is require
and small details and touches are very
important" he says.

Shamana spa is a one-of-a-kind spa des-
tination where guests from all over the
world come seeking a haven, to refresh
their minds and relax. With its multiple
wellness, fitness and beauty services
Shamana Spa has already achieved
notice as an ideal destination for leisure
and relaxation. His aim to enhance the
boundaries of the spa and adding better
services to his already extensive menu.
"Our efforts are aimed at being the best
resort temple, forerunners as the ideal
destination for wellness and health"
Alejandro mentions.

INDIANS LIFESTYLE IS CHANGING
TOWARDS THE WEST. ALSO FOREIGN-
ERS HAVE ALWAYS BEEN ENCHANTED

WITH AYURVEDA, NATURE THERAPY AND
OTHER 'EXOTIC' TREATMENTS. YET
ANOTHER THEORY WOULD STATE THAT
INDIANS ARE BECOMING MORE AND MORE
HEALTH CONSCIOUS AND A GRADUAL
AWARENESS IS ARISING AMONGST ALL TO
LEAD HEALTHY AND FIT LIVES. ALONG
WITH THE IDEA OF BEING HEALTHY FROM
THE OUTSIDE, PEOPLE NOW ALSO WANT
TO LOOK HEALTHY FROM THE INSIDE AND
MANY ARE DISCARDING LAYERS OF MAKE
UP FOR REJUVENATING FACIALS. ALONG
WITH THAT THE TERM: "SPA WELLNESS"
TOO HAS BEEN DOING THE ROUNDS IN
HEALTH DICTIONARIES.

'Treat guest like a toodler & respect them like a king" - is the pol-
icy followed by Lily Bernard, Spa Operational Manager - Clarks
Exotica Convention Resort and Spa, Bengaluru. Lily is qualified
in M.A. Psychology and started her career with Serena spa (a
leading international spa). 
She has been Spa Specialist in training and Spa Manager for
about 13 years. Her experiences have helped Clarks Exotica to
monitor daily sales activities, strategizing, and conceptualizing
business development for the hotel. Immensely experienced in
the wellness industry, she has helped Clarks Exotica to plan,
forecast and drive the marketing tools available at hand to max-
imize the revenue of Seventh Heaven - one of the largest spa in

India and with 14 treatment rooms at Clarks Exotica.Wellness
and spa concept is passion for Lily. She worked in a leading spa
industry when she started where was very happy and was
inspired to do something for the wellness industry. She got a lot
of positive feedback from my guests that motivated and encour-
aged me to go further and grow in this industry. According to
her, she can see a drastic change in Clarks exotica as she have
been working there since five years. Clarks exotica set amidst 70
acres of sprawling greenery away from hustle and bustle, is a
serene world of relation that started from 21 luxuries guest
rooms to over the decade 140 well-appointed exotic rooms
suites.

Lily Bernard
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Fully loaded conferencing facilities,
expansive banquet halls, fine dining
options and international standard and
well equipped and professional spa.
Over the period Clarks has become a
destination resort for those who want to
stay away from all the noise and pollu-
t i o n .

Lily Bernard also focused on business
development. She says "It's more about
how we pamper the guest, how hos-
pitable we are. Spa is not just about tak-
ing a massage, it's about the experience
and that is the reason my business went

up. Each customer who walks in is not a
client or customer, He/She are my guest.
These guests are carrying an experience
which they will share with others. It's the
same with the other departments; every-
one is attentive about the guests need and
wants. Most of our guests at Clarks
Exotica are here for weddings or office
out bounds which is a part of a certain
pre booked package hence we try to
focus on the leisure guests/tourists who
has more leisure time and would be
interested in our Spa or any other activi-
ty of the resort."

She improvised the marketing of the
resort and spa by re-strategizing the poli-
cies. Meanwhile, made the visit of its
patrons memorable and relaxing. She
said the concept is treating the guest like
a Baby and respect the guest like a king.
For Seventh Heaven the guests come
from the city that has no idea of the prop-
erty and the other activities. After the
Spa the guests are usually very happy
with the service and we then educate
them about the restaurant, then they
think about the swimming pool, activi-
ties then they automatically want to see
the property and they come again to
book a room.

Challenges in this field for Lily were not
small, but her strategy of tackling that
was excellent. She believes that creating
awareness by consulting every guest.
Spa consists of a delicate blind of the
mind, body & spirit experience involv-
ing all five senses. I believe that a Spa is
wellness in its purest form & the concept
is towards papering wellness, anti-stress
beautifying & using oriented traditions
in order to create unique Spa experience.
The main challenging I faced defiantly
guest question towards cross gender
therapies and by experiences and profes-
sional attitude I easily tackled this prob-
lem.
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Have you ever been over-
whelmed skimming through
cook-books and magazines

filled with scrumptious recipes
accompanied by wonderful photogra-
phy of the meals being written about?
The photographs that you see in mag-
azines and books will almost certainly
have had some input from a stylist,
one who is experienced with working
with different foods and props in order
to make everything look presentable.
Though the mania around food pho-
tography is recent this doesn't prevent
food photography to trend in the
social media platforms. Professional
food photography is a collaborative
effort, usually involving an art direc-
tor, a photographer, a food stylist, a
prop stylist, and their respective assis-
tants. In the feature that follows we
have talked with well known food
photographers of the industry Krishna
Angira & Sharmilla Shah to know
about their career insights in a pursuit
to understand the concept of food
photography in a better way.

Story

Basics are same for all types of photography. So
I'll say your basics must be strong to shoot any-
thing. Choose the right lighting, angle and aper-
ture to achieve the result you want.

The Food created for plating by chefs is intrin-
sically different from the food created to be
photographed as its different because we create
it for eyes only and sometimes it is practically
not possible for a chef to do the same. I like to
go beyond the plate.

Lens 
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I loved my experience of shooting for
the Brand Empire in Bangalore. The
challenge was to keep it creative at the
same time also present in a way that the
common person who visits this joint
cannot connect with. It's easy to get car-
ried away to shoot exotic shots but if
the Brand that is selling the food cannot
present the food in a way that connect
with the people who are actually eating,
then there is no point to the whole exer-
cise of the photo shoot. So I had to walk
the balance between these two 
extremities.

photography has varied genus associated with it and
Krishna Angira holds expertise in almost all of it. But as
far as Food Photography is concerned, be it dimsums or
dessert, he has extraordinary skills for it. He captures deli-
cious food in all its lustre. He is well known for his per-
fectly-lit food shots. A service provider especially in
chocolate photography and cookies he makes even the
hard to capture things look as good as the real thing.

Shooting food was not a random call for Krishna Angira.
He always wanted to do some great food assignments so
he started shooting for his portfolio and that's how it
began. "So far it's been a wonderful journey. Every new
assignment teaches me new things and I become better
for future work", he says.

Food photography has some different challenges from the
other field of photography like here one has to be very
careful about the props they use. Each food product
requires the different angle of shooting to show the
details. The ingredients one is using must be fresh and in
best shape.

One eats with his eyes first! "In the photography industry
your presentation matters the most. Photographer should
be very careful about placing of the props and ingredients"
Angira mentions. However achieving the target as you
see in your mind is a daunting task. "Every shoot have
some different challenges and sometimes you cannot
guess them. It's your experience what helps you to over-
come all the challenges" according to Angira. "The basic
to accomplish any food shoot is to do your homework,

understand your product and keep it simple" he further
adds. Being ultra professional, Angira usually carry a
macro lens with him, the rest is situational for him. "The
basic tools that I carry with me when I'm on for a project
on food photography depend on the type of the shoot
and theme of the shoot"
He further adds "When we talk of Food Photography
people around the world are introducing new trends time
to time so I think we need to keep ourselves updated and
try to achieve something new from every assignment."
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"Food has to look for it to be con-
sumed or bought," thinks Sharmilla
Shah who adheres to following her
passion and offers a warm profes-
sional experience with her photog-
raphy. Sharmilla Photography,
established since 2005, offers
Professional Photography services in
the fields of food, fashion, portraits,
interiors, candid wedding, advertis-
ing and editorial purposes.

Sharmilla is a big time foodie! So it
was natural for her to have inclina-
tion for good tasting and good look-
ing food, this developed her interest
in food photography. "Pictures of
food always caught my eye. So when
I became a photographer I knew this
genre of photography I will love" she
says. She was introduced to food
photography by her mentor. The
first and the last rule to shooting food
she learnt from her mentor was that
the picture should make the viewers
mouth water. "He or she must want

to just take a bite after seeing the
food. Then the job is done." 
"I have followed this till date. So this
is how it all started for me. The jour-
ney so far has been greatly satisfying
and exciting to say the least. No two
days are the same in my career. My
accomplishment is that I have been
sought after by some big names in
the industry. That makes me feel
very valuable" she further adds.

While asked about her favorite setup
and types of equipment she prompt-
ly replies "I am a canon person. So
my 5d is my main equipment. For
lenses I love the 70-200 mm lens. It
allows me to get real close to the
food. Apart from this I mix up 100
mm macro shots, 24-105 too gives
me good angles a lot of times. Good
and interesting lighting does the
trick, always."

Photographer prefers having a food
studio of own rather than doing an

instant photography. On comparing
the value of a studio to that of a sin-
gle-shooter photographer she shares
her opinion "Any food photographer
will tell u that we can set up the stu-
dio for the food shoot, wherever we
want, as close to the food as possible.
So I prefer going to the food, where
it is being prepared so as to retain a
lot of freshness and colours and tex-
tures. Food shoots mostly are one
main photographer's jobs. You may
have a food stylist who helps in
styling the food, an assistant to the
photographer to move things
around. Apart from that it's the main
photographer who is in charge and
responsible for how the shoot turns
out. So studio or no studio makes no
difference. The idea is to present the
food in a certain way, so we can set
up wherever we want!"

Every field area comes with its own
challenge, what Sharmilla feels is that
the main concern could be food itself
looking lifeless, colorless, texture
less. These are real issues. Everything
else can be managed. Also being
clueless about a cuisine can be chal-
lenging. Sharmilla likes to know
about history of a cuisine she is
shooting. Like for the Mongolian
cuisine she shot for once, she used a
lot of accessories that were relevant.

"Food culture and its history,
one has to keep this in mind"
she says.

Sharmilla has shot for brands
such Savvy Cook Book,
Food Lovers, Readers Digest
are some magazines which
have carried my work.
Jalpan, Empire, MTR,
Churro Destination, Inner
Chef are On-line portal, Al
Karama, Vapour etc.
However, getting this job
done can't be solely one man
job! So, other than a Food
photographer, the person
who prepares it helps in the
task. In addition to this, the
lighting person can really
ruin or make the job as sim-
ple or complicated!

Patience is the important factor. People should have
patience to get the correct compositions, lighting etc. Be
creative. Food is all about presentation. How you make
that dish in that plate look to the person who is viewing
the image.
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Hidden
Heroes

There is no 
sincerer love

than the love of
food.

George Bernard Shaw

Chefs are creators of fla-
vorsome cuisines and
recipes that we meticu-

lously eat at hotels, restau-
rants & food outlets. These
heroes are found in the
kitchen of hotels, restaurants
or any other place where they
cook amidst the chaos and
ever streaming call for orders.
Chefs are the real hidden
heroes of the Hospitality
Industry, which is vibrant,
fast and never stopping. Love
for food had made many
renowned chefs to achieve
their dream and mark their
presence in the industry. 

"When life gets tough, the
tough get going" Indian
Chefs have proved this fact
true by overcoming the hur-
dles they were faced in their
careers and lives in general.
We bring you few Endowed
Chefs from the industry who
followed their passion to
accomplish their dream.
Despite having hardships,
ups & downs their never
give up attitude made them
outstanding at their task. Life
stories of these personalities
are inspirational, at the same
time, exhilarating. Let's take
a walk through the lives of
these chefs.
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Renowned Chef Hari Nayak has many profiles
under his caps - a chef, a restaurateur, an author
of six bestselling books and a culinary consult-

ant.  While pursuing his career he came in contact
with the diversity in cuisines as India houses diversity
in culture and heritage. He pursued his studies further
from CIA, New York from where he got the essence
of all cultures and cuisines, taking his talents to level
next. He had written six books out of which Modern
Indian Cooking is close to his heart because he co-
authored this book with brilliant Gourmet Chef Vikas
Khanna. Positive feedback and reaction on this book
motivated and inspired him to innovate and explore
more with Indian cuisine. Known for his solitary and
simplistic style with food he has given a new modern
outlook to Indian Cuisine which has created a sensa-
tion in North America.

He always look for local and seasonal ingredients for
his cuisines with western cooking techniques and
presentation which make him and his dishes simple
and modern. This is the reason he is known as 'Indian
yet modern'.
Indian Cuisines are loved by huge population at glob-
al level because the diversity and flavours these
cuisines have is unmatched with cuisine of other parts
of the world. Though he is born and bought up in
Karnataka which is known for its spices, food, culture
and taste played vital role in 'who is he and what he is
doing today'.

He is passionate about the cooking since he was a lit-
tle kid. He was always curious when it came to food.
Her grandmother played a key role in his life as he
used to reconstruct and recreate the food he had
experienced from the recipes cooked by her grand-
mother. Flavour twist created by him used to add
smile on his family and friends motivates him to pur-
sue his passion.

According to him
emerging chefs
should not put

any limitations on
themselves and

always try to
innovate and

explore more and
more.

Chef Hari Nayak
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The Executive Chef at Clarks Exotica Resorts and
Spa, Bengaluru Chef Suresh Babu specializes in
Continental Cuisine, and is recognized for not

only amazing taste but also for its ravishing presenta-
tion. A graduate from Industrial Training Institute
Suresh loves cooking because in this profession his
works make others happy. In current generation peo-
ple are more aware about new trends and cuisines.
People these days eagerly wait to try out new recipes
and dishes they have seen somewhere. So, chefs always
need to keep themselves updated with all new trends in
the market and try to innovate new dishes for their cus-
tomer's taste buds.

"Being a chef is tough a job because in this field you
can't do anything according to you or your preference,
one always need to take care of the taste and preference
of the customers. Apart from taste and preference we
also need to prepare our menu according to the events"
says Suresh.

"In wedding event we can come up with lavish menu
but on the other hand for corporate events we need to
prepare with structured banquet menu. These things
plays key role in the hospitality industry" he further

a d d s .
Being a chef is not only about handling the kitchen, to
become a good chef one always need to utilize inter-
personal and communication skills to lead and co-ordi-
nate the kitchen staffs. "Your work not ends here some-
times you also need to provide guidance, feedback and
individual coaching whenever its needed."
Suresh states that continental cuisines needs good pres-
entation, while serving continental to the customers the
main preference is to serve it with ravishing garnishing.
Whereas when it comes to any other cuisine taste
comes first. Continental Cuisines are where you can
use creative ideas and presentation. His best fusion with
continental cuisine is Indianized continental dishes and
he loves to make Grilled Fish and stir fried vegetables
with Makhani Rice and sauce.

He majorly gives preference to organic products
because there are no pesticides used in its cultivation
which is healthier option and tastes better. His journey
from Sous Chef to an Executive Chef has been won-
derful because been through this journey he learnt
many things and helped others to learn in this industry
too. He cherishes Clarks Exotica Management team as
they always encourage him to do things in better way.

Suresh Babu
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Being a multi-dimensional personality, Chef
Nita Mehta is not only a Chef but a famed
author and an unbeatable Entrepreneur. She

had received more than 500 cookbooks and inter-
national awards such as Best Asian Cookbook
Award for flavours of Indian Cooking at the World
Cook Book Fair in Paris. She has left no stone
unturned for achieving her targets. She owns two
publishing companies known as SNAB Publishers
Pvt limited and Nita Mehta Publications. She also
owns 'Kelong' In Ludhiana, Chandigarh and
Rohtak. She launched her range of species under
the brand name of 'Kitchen Queen Nita Mehta'.
Youngsters praise her like their role model. She has
proved the point that passion is the power to achieve
visibly impossible feats.

Her passion and interest in cooking inspires her to
create new recipes item after time. She motivates
and boosts herself with every feedback and appreci-
ation that she receives. She is chef from her heart but
after being an entrepreneur she had ventured into
food products like anti-oxidant chocolates and
masalas. She loves doing menu engineering for her
r e s t a u r a n t s .

Being a Food & Nutrition advisor she advised to
reinvent fast foods recipes to make them healthy by
adding Super Food. 

She feels the scope of Culinary Career in India has
evolved as compare to fifteen to twenty years back.
The quality of education has also helped in making
Culinary Art much relevant and vibrant field in
India. "To become a good chef you need to be more
and more focused on taste and then innovation.
Main thing you should keep in mind while choos-
ing chef as your career you need to be disciplined
and choose your priority wisely."

Try to make food
attractive as the
child feels like

trying it.

Nita Mehta
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After Graduating with B.A. in English from Prestigious St.
Stephen's College - Delhi, Pratap Chahal decided to pursue
his passion in his career, being a huge foodie that he is.

Presently, he has become a well-known name in the hospitality
industry. Since the age of seven years he has always been interest-
ed in foods. After completing his graduation - instead of going for
traditional routes of MBA, & Civil Services he chose to learn culi-
nary art his passion, thereby turning his passion into career. "Every
individual should always need to accept challenges and be pre-
pared for difficult situations this way he can work under huge
pressure and come out with flying colours. Working with
Michelin starred restaurants such as Chez Bruce, Cinnamon Club,
Galvin Bistro is prestigious, but working with renowned chefs is
learning and enjoyable but with the perks you also need to be in
always ready stance." "If you want to become great chef then
cooking is not enough you also need to become a good traveller
because this helps us you in exploring the world and different
tastes. This helps you in performing better in your kitchen. The
more you explore the more your food will become tasty and you
have options in your inventory" he says. To be emotionally, as
well as physically tough is important for a Chef as many a times in
their career they come up with a situation where they have to
work  for 18 hours a day without taking any breaks. "Even if you
are ill you need to keep going for your guests. Emotional strength
is equally important as the kitchens are emotionally draining-
from racism, to aggression to humiliation, it's all part of a days
work" he says. Pratap's wife often complaint him about his work-
ing hours and which was affecting their personal life. So, while
they were on honeymoon, they came up with an idea to start a
catering and supper club service, which is later proved to be the
one of their best decision ever made. While following dreams one
need to understand that 98% of the journey is not going to be easy.
One will be knocked down from every angle but also have the
most incredible highs, and then just when you think you are on
track, something else will come along and knock you out. "Try to
have someone in your life from which you can talk to and some-
one who can console you when you are stressed and can't see the
light- that's what help you in getting back. Most importantly,
always remember to take a break- even soldiers need to sleep and
party or else your personal life will suffer. So work Hard and Party
even harder" Pratap quotes.

Different place
can teach you
different things

like in Argentina I
Discovered new
way of grilling

and cooking with
fire, In Japan
learnt about 

presentation and
while travelling

through Europe I
learnt about the
various flavour
combinations.

Pratap Chahal
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Chef with no boundaries, a Chef known for
bringing to life a fusion of different flavours,
everything from Thai, to Japanese to French.

He is none other than Chef Ryuki, Chef De Cuisine
at Mezzaluna, one of the flagship restaurants at the
Tower Club at Lebua. He also brings over twenty
years of experience working at some of the most
prestigious restaurants throughout Japan, the United
States and Europe. He has extraordinary skill com-
bining Asian cuisine with European techniques, cre-
ating unique flavors and dishes that wow his guests.

Chef Ryuki Kawasaki cooks according to the four
seasons and use the ingredients of the season. He
selects the best ingredients, ingredients that bring
out the respective characteristics and really represent
the season in the dish. Being Japanese, it's the sensi-
bility that came from the experience of being a
Japanese Chef cooking French cuisine and working
in a variety of countries, Japan, Paris, London and
Las Vegas that has shaped my style of cooking the
m o s t .

"Nowadays Japanese cuisine has become a global
cuisine and is now familiar to people around the
world. It's great to see people from different envi-
ronments experiencing and embracing our cuisine"
Ryuki says.

Since he has started working with Mezzaluna
Bangkok, his one of the biggest achievements is that
the 100% of dishes in Mezzaluna restaurant created
by him. Previously he had to work with consultant
chefs so now being able to truly create on his own
makes the whole task a lot more thrilling for him.
And he believe in that, there is always a lot of scope
of improvement. And like all chefs, he always wants
to keep working to improve and evolve his style of
cooking; being well known just gives my cooking a
larger audience.

Ryuki Kawasaki

Japan - fresh yuzu, fresh
wasabi, sea urchin, matsu-
take, niigatamurakami-
wagyu beef

France - Brittany scallop,
blue lobster and turbot,
Bresse chicken and
pigeon, Challans duck,
Quercy lamb, truffles.

England - dover sole,
live langoustine from
Scotto land, smoked had-

dock
USA - Live Santa-
Barbara spot prawn and
spiny lobster, Alaskan
king crab & halibut.

Blended spice like madras
curry, ras el hanout,
vadouvan. (I know very
nice spice vendor in the
US. He has the best spices
from all over the world
and even blends his own
spices.)

I always had a strong hope of becoming a
great chef one day. My advice would be to
take interest in everything, study and more

than anything work hard in the kitchen.

Chef Ryuki always carries some
spices and ingredients like
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AA  TTaallee ooff  LLeeggaaccyy

Heritage Hotels speak
stories of their own -
the intricate detailing

on their pillars, the facade,
architectural features and
general construction - these
detailing generally has the
distinctive qualities and
ambiance in keeping with
the traditional way of life of
the area and set the trade-
mark for the palace hotels. A
hotel running in palaces or
castles or forts or havelies or
hunting lodges or residence
of any size built prior to
1950 comes under Heritage
Hotel category. India houses
a number of such palace
hotels whose stories are
worth sharing and re-shar-
ing. Let's take you to the
journey of legacy, highlight-
ing the profound history of
Indian tradition and culture.
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Located in Jodhpur, Umaid Bhawan Palace is named
after Maharaja Umaid Singh, the Grandfather of the
present owner - Gaj Singh of the palace. The palace

serves as the principal residence of the erstwhile Jodhpur
royal family. A part of the palace is managed by Taj Hotels. 
Ground for the foundations of the building was broken on
18 November 1929 by Maharaja Umaid Singh and the
construction work was completed in 1943. Gaj Singh II
who succeeded his father then decided in 1971 to convert

a part of the palace in to a hotel. The hotel wing of the
palace is run by the Taj Group of Hotels and is called the
'Taj Umaid Bhawan Palace Jodhpur.

It has 64 guest rooms including the luxurious "Regal and
Vice Regal Suites" and the fabulous "Maharaja" and
"Maharani suites" with art deco style decorations, the latter
is fitted with a bath tub carved from a single block of pink
marble said to be the only one of its type in India.

Umaid Bhawan Palace, Jodhpur

One of the world's largest private residences - with a
part of the palace housing a museum. The Palace
was built to provide employment to thousands of
people during the time of famine.

The estimated cost of building the palace was Rs 11
million. When it opened its gilded doors in 1943 it was
considered as one of the largest royal residences in
the world.

Trivia
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The Taj Lake Palace which is imposed with Aravalis on
one side and a series of fascinating monuments on the
other, is highly luxurious Lake Palace and stands as

one of the most romantic spots on the globe. The palace
was used as shooting place for the movies like, the James
Bond film Octopussy, Fritz Lang's The Tiger of Eschnapur
and The Indian Tomb as palace of Chandra, the mahara-
jah of the fictitious town of Eshnapur. The Lake Palace
was built between 1743 and 1746 under the direction of

the Maharana Jagat Singh IIof Udaipur, Rajasthan as a
winter palace. It was initially called Jagniwas or Jan Niwas
after its founder. The walls made of black and white mar-
bles are adorned by semi-precious stones and ornamented
niches. Bhagwat Singh decided to convert the Jag Niwas
Palace into Udaipur's first luxury hotel. Didi Contractor,
an American artist, became a design consultant to this
hotel project. Didi's accounts give an insight to the life and
responsibility of the new Maharana of Udaipur.

Taj Lake Palace, Udaipur

A floating royal
abode, the palace
was used as the
summer resort by
the successors of
Maharana Jagat
Singh II.

Trivia
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Situated between Jodhpur and Udaipur, Rawla Narlai is
an unmatched hospitality experience offering you the
opportunity to detach yourself from the hurly-burly of

city life, this heritage hotel is worth spending some extra
cash. Clad in the 17th century cloak, the hotel boasts of
elegant décor, warm hospitality and unparalleled services.
Fort Rawla Narlai evokes the nostalgia of the bygone era.
En-route Ranakpur in Rajasthan, the outstanding heritage
resort is located in the quaint Narlai village. The erstwhile

hunting lodge of the royal family of Jodhpur has a rustic
charm that draws visitors for delightful holidays. Set in the
lap of Aravallis, enveloped by rocky outcrops, and a huge
granite rock, it is a tranquil getaway. Enjoy a memorable
stay in the charming heritage resort. Luxurious rooms and
suites pamper you. Delicious food and beverages add to
the pleasure. Rajasthan's legendary hospitality and modern
facilities creates a wonderful experience.

Rawla Narlai, Pali District

The taste of true
Rajasthani Royal
Hospitality can
be found at the
16th Century old
Baori (Step Well)
of Rawla Narlai.

Trivia
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Originally built in 1835, Rambagh Palace has stepped
gracefully through many royal transitions-from the
home of the queen's favourite handmaiden, to royal

guesthouse and hunting lodge, and later as the residence of
the Maharaja Sawai Man Singh II and his queen, Maharani
Gayatri Devi. Today, this jewel in the Taj's crown offers
78 stunningly restored grand luxury rooms and suites
which were the chambers of the former Maharaja. The
palace retains its elaborate splendour, extravagantly deco-
rated with hand-carved marble 'jalis' or latticework, sand-
stone balustrades, cupolas and 'chattris' or cenotaphs, and
elaborate Mughal Gardens. Within this most glorious of

palaces showcasing the best of Rajasthan's royal heritage,
you also experience the best fine-dining restaurants in
Jaipur. One can enjoy a royal Indian feast at Suvarna
Mahal, the former palace ballroom built in the 18th-cen-
tury French style with huge crystal chandeliers. One can
take his royal retreat a notch further by indulging in signa-
ture treatments at the Jiva Grande Spa, where the palace
envelop you in ancient Indian wellness therapies. One ca
harmonise his mind and body with yoga and meditation.
Over the years, the hotel has played gracious host to sev-
eral illustrious guests, such as Lord Louis Mountbatten,
Prince Charles and Jacqueline Kennedy. 

Taj Rambagh Palace, Jaipur

A former royal hunting lodge, then a residence of the Maharaja of Jaipur, and now a luxury hotel,
this architectural masterpiece flaunts all shades of its history.

'The Jewel of Jaipur', The palace remained the home of Jaipur's royalty until 1957, The mansion
was renamed after Maharaja Sawai Ram Singh II.

Trivia
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In 1828, a plot was purchased by Dr. Blake of the East
India Company on which he constructed a house in
1830, first named Secretary Lodge and later Chapslee. It

was made in the local "dhajji" style, comprising mud, grit
and wood, with a surkhi (brick powder) lime plaster. It
was Lord Auckland's Secretariat during his tenure as
Governor General of the East India Company, while he
resided at Auckland House, next door.

It was where the ambassadors of both, Maharaja Ranjit
Singh of the Punjab and Shah Shuja, exiled King of Kabul
(Afghanistan) met and where the 'Simla Manifesto'- A
declaration of war to install Shah Shuja once again as the
King of Kabul, was signed on 1st October, 1838. The
arrangement of the house as a Secretariat continued with
both Lord Ellenborough, who signed the armistice with
Afghanistan, on 1st October, 1842. Lord Hardinge, who
succeeded Lord Ellenborough sold the house in 1848 to
General Innes, who then named it Chapslee. Thereafter, it
was bought and sold by many important people who lived

there for short periods, including Courtney Ilbert of the
"Ilbert bill" fame.
In 1896, a prominent Simla citizen, Sir Arthur Milford
Ker, purchased Chapslee and while retaining the original
'core' structure, Sir Arthur enlarged the house all round in
such a manner that 'Simla Past and Present', the first his-
torical account of Shimla published in 1904, records
Chapslee as Shimla's finest residence.
Chapslee was purchased by the late Raja Charanjit Singh
of Kapurthala in October, 1938 and its interiors were fully
refurbished. His grandson, Kanwar Ratanjit Singh, son of
the late Lt. Col. Rajkumar Ripjit Singh, C.I.E. is the pres-
ent owner and lives there with his wife. They opened their
doors to visitors in 1976 and Chapslee became the 8th her-
itage hotel in India.
Evocative of a bygone era, Chapslee was formerly the
summer residence of the late Honorable Raja Charanjit
Singh of Kapurthala. His grandson, Kanwar Ratanjit
Singh, popularly known as Reggie, now runs it as a small
exclusive hotel.

Chapslee, Shimla

Chapslee is one of the oldest
houses and finest residence in
Shimla, Chapslee became the
8th heritage hotel in India, "If
Simla is the queen of the hills,
then Chapslee is its crown."

Trivia
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Finding its establishment back to the late 1880s, devel-
oped as the private residence of a Colonel Grand in
the early nineteenth century, The Oberoi Grand is

one of the best luxury heritage hotels in Kolkata, exuding
a royal colonial style with modern additions. The hotel
welcomes both leisure and business travelers, providing
them a comfortable stay. The Oberoi Grand, Kolkata was

frequented by the country's leading figures during colonial
times and even now, hosts grand functions for Heads of
State in the city's largest pillarless Grand Ballroom. The
Oberoi Grand, Kolkata was the first hotel to be acquired
by Rai Bahadur M.S. Oberoi, founder of The Oberoi
Group. It is an elegant building of British era and is a
famous building in Kolkata.

The Oberoi Grand, Kolkata 

The largest
pillarless ball-
room in the
city are found
at The Oberoi
Grand.

Trivia
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In 2017, the Taj Mahal Palace Hotel has acquired an
image trademark. It is the first building in the country to
get intellectual property rights protection for its archi-

tectural design. The hotel's original building was commis-
sioned by Tata and first opened its doors to guests on 16
December 1903.Opened in the year 1903, the Taj Mahal
Hotel in Mumbai reflects the perfect blend of Moorish,
Oriental and Florentine architectural styles. With its clas-
sic grandeur and elegance it also gives the guests panoram-
ic views of the Arabian Sea and the Gateway of India.

It is widely believed that Jamset Ji Tata decided to build
the hotel after he was refused entry to one of the city's
grand hotels of the time, Watson's Hotel, During World
War I the hotel was converted into a hospital with 600
beds. When it opened in 1903, the hotel was the first in
India to have: electricity, American fans, German eleva-
tors, Turkish baths and English butlers. Later it also had the
city's first licensed bar, India's first all-day restaurant, and
the India's first discothèque.

The Taj Mahal Palace, Mumbai

The Taj Mahal Palace is built even before the
Gateway of India.

Hotel at the time of World War I was converted
into a hospital with 600 beds, Build because
Jamset Ji Tata once restricted to entre
Watson's Hotel, city's grand hotel of the time.

Trivia
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In 1867 Capt. ES Jackson discovered this place of beau-
ty and built a house in the British colonial style. At the
end of the century the Kalimat Estate was bought by

Edward Thomas Chowdhary, the District Commissioner
of Kumaon and was eventually passed down to his grand-
daughter and German husband whom together built the
resort. Today the property is owned by Dr Arvind Lal and

Dr VandanaLal, herself a keen photographer and trekker
and who takes a keen interest in maintaining the proper-
ty's original charm.  This area has long been considered
"magical" perhaps because it lacks a certain filter in the
atmosphere, in common with the area of Machu Picchu in
Peru.

Kalmatia Sangam Himalaya Resort, Almora

One can get
unhampered
view of the
snow-clad
Himalayas from
the palace hotel.

Trivia
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It was this hotel and the bar where Pandit Jawaharlal
Nehru, Mahatma Gandhi, Mohammad Ali Jinnah and
Lord Mountbatten met to discuss the Partition of India

and the birth of Pakistan. It is also the name of a school in
Aligarh. Chosen as India's best 'Luxury Historical Hotel'
by World Luxury Hotel Awards 2015, The Imperial was

built by S.B.S. Ranjit Singh, son of R.B.S. Narain Singh,
honoured by the British Raj, at the Coronation Durbar of
1911, wherein New Delhi was declared the new Capital of
India from Calcutta. The hotel was restored by its General
Manager and Vice President, Harvinder Sekhon, between
1996 and 2001.

The Imperial Hotel, New Delhi

Constructed in 1936 on
Queensway, now
Janpath, The 5-star
property has a royal feel
and thus reminds its
guests of the British Raj!

Trivia
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Nature
Delight!

The primary
motto is to offer

quality & taste to
our patrons with a
unique ambiance
and value for
money. We also
aspire to grow by
one or two outlets
each year as we are
believers of con-
stant evolution.

Adventurous
minds will love
the 'Rainforest
Resto-Bar' as it
comprise of
generous
spread of all
kinds of cui-
sine with a
major vibe of
the wild forests
& nature.

The ambience plays a significant
role, as food plays in hospitality 
sector. In our case, the ambience
gives a wild jungle aura and feel!
Our specially curated menu is
designed in such a way to stay-in-
sync with the rustic flavors of food
found in the wild. The product is
freshly grown and the presentation
style of the food is also unique and
matches the theme.
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Located in the heart of Mumbai,
Rain-forest Resto-Bar serves
'major pleasure' for those who

don't mind their kids being caterpillar
crawling through this jungle theme
resto-bar. The Resto-Bar is a perfect
place for people who love greenery
and all-thing nature! 
Rainforest Resto-bar is a jungle
theme based resto lounge which is
the first of its kind in India. It
offers a unique ambience with
global cuisine and bar. We as
humans, often tend to escape into
our own customized world of fan-
tasy. These include fairylands,
pirates, forests, space and many
more. Our world of imagination is
infinite. A food hub like Mumbai
is no where behind with its cre-
ativity. This can be witnessed by
going around restaurants who
have flagged themselves in
becoming some of the best thematic
restaurants in the city. Rainforest
Resto-bar has taken great efforts to
live up to the atmosphere of creating
an indoor rainforest.
The chefs here are trained and with
special focus to ensure that the taste &
styling are centralized across all the
outlets, with top priority on style food
& beverage. Food styling and menu

preparation plays important role in the
hotel, especially for the molecular
drinks. New dishes and cuisines are
added and chef tastings are executed
regularly to maintain quality, styling
and taste. 
The must try dish in the Rainforest
Restaurant are Singapore Crab Chilly,

Crispy Fried Calamari with Pepper &
Chilly, Basa Tava Fry with Spinach!
Menu of this lounge also offers Three
Cheese Fondue, Prawns & Corn
Cakes, Risotto Balls, Thread Chicken
and the all time favorite Paneer
Aangare, Penne Formaggio, Chicken
in Lemon Cilantro Sauce, Mughalai
Chutney Paneer, Murgh Maharaja and
much more with lot of spices and fla-

vor. All things great, the lounge spe-
cializes in Sea Food, which are best
received by their patrons. 
This place bestow its patrons with an
exquisite outdoor space for children
with an exclusive jungle-feel to keep
the children on their toes, the design &
decor of a forest highly rated for being

kid friendly having exclusive out-
lets, amazing multi-cuisine dishes
- all this experiences that is sure to
rejuvenate one's body and soul.
For people who are wild spirited,
this place is the right visit. The
perfect place to date with you
partner in a surrounding where
sound of running waters and birds
chirping will force you to love the
place. The dim lights, huge trees
and waterfall are perfectly set to
give you just the right feels. While
you experience the forest life,
delectable food completes your

v i s i t .
Who would love it here?
Who doesn't like being in place he
feels relaxed in? Rainforest Restro-bar
is visited by people who love to have
Indian, Chinese, and Continental
Cuisine, Sea Food delicacies, Sizzling
Specialties, Molecular Drinks and
Cocktails visit to satiate their taste
buds.
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Experience 15 years in Hospitality Sector
New Role He will be responsible for spearheading the

marketing and sales function of both the hotels. 
Awards Earned 'Young Hotel Sales & Marketing

Manager Award' 2017 by
FHRAI, 'Sales & Revenue
Person' 2016 by Hotelier
India, 'Sales Leader of the
Year' in two consecutive
years - 2013 and 2014
by Starwood Hotels &
Resort Worldwide Inc.

Director of 
Sales and Marketing
Renaissance Mumbai Convention
Centre Hotel and Lakeside Chalet

Vinay Singh

Executive Chef
Conrad Pune

Pavan 
Chennam

Experience 10 years in Kitchen Management
New Role He will be responsible for the overall func-

tioning of the restaurants, employee management,
quality control and revenue man-

agement at the hotel.
Work Associations Chef

Imtiaz Qureshi, Chef
Farooque- ITC Hotels,
Chef Chalapathi Rao -

Dakshin. 
First Job Kitchen

Executive Trainee with ITC
Maurya 

Pastry Chef 
The Westin Kolkata

Rajarhat

Operations Manager
Lords Inn Somnath

Experience 9 years in Bakery and Confectionary
Segment

New Role He will be responsible for overseeing
operations of the pastry kitchen.

Awards Earned 'Best Employee of the Production
Depth' in 2009, 'Rock Star of the Month' in January

2011, 'Best Chef of the Month' in April 2013 and
'HY Star Gold of the Year' for 2014.

First Job Culinary team member at The Beach
Orchid Hotel, Kerala

Prasenjit 
Jana

Amit  
Sinha
Experience 19 years in Hospitality Industry
New Role He will be responsible for bettering the

guest response and recognition processes at Lords
Inn, Somnath.

Previous work places Lords Hotels & Resorts, Hotel
Amit Park International, Lords Plaza Surat.

Key Strength A process oriented personnel, his key
strengths are setting up and maintaining brand stan-
dards.
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Alma mater - Institute of Tourism And Hotel
Management, Austria & Mumbai

Hobbies - Pacology,
Ardent Carnatic Music
lover

Key Strength - Right
orientation, creative
but accurate strategy
making skill, dedication
to work,  belief in output,
and timeliness.

General Manager, The Gateway
Hotel Marine Drive Ernakulam

Prakash 
Nair

The Gateway Hotel Varkala

Shobhit
Kaushal

Alma Mater - Institute of Hotel Management, Kolkata

Experience - 20 years in the hospitality industry

Previous work places - Vivanta by
Taj, The Gateway Hotel

Ganges Varanasi, Taj Lake
Palace, Udaipur

Strength - Great blend of
leadership experience and

a dedication to service.

Hobbies - Music Buff,
Nature Explorer

Head of Strategy,
Foodpanda

General Manager, The
Gateway Hotel Kolkata

New Role - He will directly work with the CEO and
leadership team to lay out a strategic direction in
sync with the organisation’s business objectives.

Previous work place - Venture capital investor at
Ojas Ventures 

Alma Mater - IIT Chennai, London Business School

Achievements - Co-founder of CartPerk
Technologies, mentor at WarmOven

Gautam 
Balijepalli 

Sourav
Ghosal
Previous work place - Vivanta by Taj – President,
Taj Club House Chennai and more

Strength - Sheer commitment, diligence and great
performance

Alma Mater - Institute of Hotel Management,
Bhubaneswar

Hobbies - Reading, Travelling, Mountaineering,
Wine Enthusiast
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Soda Maker by Mr. Butler
Mr. Butler has come up
with one of its kind soda
maker machine through
which people and industry
can make fresh soda and
fizzy soft drinks in minutes.
This machine is eco friend-
ly, cost effective, conven-
ient, hygienic and space sav-
ing. This easy to use
machine can reap fresh and
bubbly 1 liter/500 ml soda in
a go.

Copper/Rose Gold Barrel Tandoor
by Kanhaiyalal
Kanhaiyalal Tandoor Pvt. Ltd. has introduced new
Electric Tandoor available in two colors - rose gold tan-
door and copper tandoor. As the name suggests the outer
body is made of copper material garnished by other met-
als, and the inside body is premium quality clay pots. This
tandoor serves major attraction in open live kitchens in
hotels, restaurants and outdoor catering.

Pocket spring mattress by Springlife

Pocket spring mattresses, across the world, are now syn-
onymous with luxury. Higher number of springs is
placed in the mattress, which provides better support.
They have smaller diameter springs and thinner diame-
ter wire than other mattresses. Features: Breathable high
quality fabric, Soft support foam, High density support
form, Pocket spring, Zero Partner disturbance, Re-
Inforced border foam edges.

Spirit E-310 by Weber
Spirit®
Series is ideal for
beginning grillers,
budget-con-
scious food
lovers and
folks who
want a solid
grill gracing their
backyards. As the
crown jewels of the
Weber family, the
Summit®Series
embraces
true grilling
luxury with
high quality
materials and exclusive features like the Tuck-
AwayTM Rotisserie System® and lighted control
knobs. The Summit® Grill Center offers a dual-ring
side burner and adjustable stainless steel shelving.

AAHAR Highlights
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Automated Chapati Machine
10 by Qualimark
Qualimark employed its expertise
and experience in
designing and
developing this
successful com-
pact automatic
chapati mak-
ing machine.
Developed
after thorough
research and by
following an innova-
tive design approach,
the automatic chapati mak-
ing machine is a compact,
energy-efficient and high-performance machine that
speeds up the food preparation process. The automatic
chapati making machine boasts of being the world's
smallest automatic chapati making machine with a
capacity to cook 400 chapati in one hour. 

Copper Hammered Tandoor
by Munnilal

Elegant looks
coupled with

durability
and quali-

ty makes
C o p p e r
H a m m e r e d
Tandoor a star
product. This
t a n d o o r

beautifully
b l e n d s

with the decor
of your kitchen.

It is best suited
for studio kitchen

or open kitchen of
home or restau-

rants. This tandoor is
available in round and

square barrels with varying
tops and finishes. You also have the option of buying a
LPG fitted tandoor. Its core material is made of terracot-
ta clay with outer casing made up of copper.

Decorative Refuse (open top
with rain hood) by Rubbermaid
Rubbermaid make sure that its products are tailored for
user's environment and vision. Designed for commercial
environments, styles range from modern to practical.

Decorative Refuse containers from Rubbermaid
Commercial Products are made to last in any condition
and can be tailored for your environment and vision.

Lead free crystal by
Bohemia Crystal

The Bohemia brand represents affordable luxury, quali-
ty, sophistication and elegance. Our distinctive lines
include 24% lead crystal, lead crystal, crystalline and glass
ranges including stemware, tumblers, vases, bowls and
giftware which are designed to enhance any setting. The
constant dialogue between artist and industry ensures
the continued enhancement of designs and the produc-
tion of new ranges of Bohemia Crystal... pure and sim-
ple in style, yet both generous and impressive in com-
position, while demonstrating a uniqueness of shape in
every suite. 



AccorHotels
welcomed their
fourth property of
Novotel in 
partnership with
the Alcon Victor
Group.

Radisson Blu, Hinjawadi launched OTT
- Over the Top, the chic rooftop bar
and grill which serves a perfect place

for after-work crowd to relax.

Radisson Blu, Hinjawadi added their
second addition to the property that

not just look extraordinary but is also
exquisite in its offerings. The gor-

geous pool overlooking the entire
setting elevates it to the next

level. The open-air adds a dif-
ferent kind of vibe and makes

OTT more than a perfect
place to dine. At the launch

event if the great food
wasn't enough, the

guests were also treated
to the melodies of

Derrick Dsouza
whose music

blended seam-
lessly and took

the ambiance
to a different

l e v e l .  

AccorHotels has rebranded the
globally known Dona Sylvia Resort
to Novotel Goa Dona Sylvia Resort,
adding the Novotel brand essence with
modern refurbishments and 
creating a fairytale essence on the sands of
Cavelossim Beach. The property provides a
glimpse into the rich traditional Portuguese
culture through a mix of 
contemporary and local heritage architecture,
built like a small luxury village in it. It provides a
multi-service offer for both business and leisure
guests, with spacious, modular rooms, meeting
rooms, kid areas, and much more.

Oasis Under Skyline

New Bloom in Goa

Debutant - Over the Top Bar & Grill
Place - Pune

Debutant - Novotel Goa Dona Sylvia Resort 
Place - Goa
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Marriott International launched its
ninth property in Rajasthan by the
name JW Marriott Resort and 
Spa, Jaipur.

T h e
majes t ic

f l a g s h i p
property of

E a s t i n
R e s o r t s ,

Eastin Thana
City Golf Resort

Bangkok opened
its doors to wel-
come adventure
seeking travelers

and keen golfers. 

Nestled in luscious hills of Aravalli
Range, the new property features
luxurious amenities and services
that celebrate the region's rich
tapestry of history, heritage, and
culture. It is inspired by the
regal palaces of Rajasthan 
featuring grand arches,
pleasant fountains, intri-
cate 'Jaali' metalwork,
delicate inlays and
hand-painted patterns
in a classical blue-
and-white palette.
T h e
property features
luxurious guest
rooms, villas
and suites
and more.

Debutant - Eastin Thana City Golf Resort Bangkok
Place - Bangkok

The property is located within the
Thana City multi-purpose devel-

opment, which includes the newly
renovated Thana City Golf and Sports

Club. The resort consist of 194 luxuri-
ous rooms in total where guests can

enjoy the use of the facilities of the neigh-
bouring Thana City Sports Club, which

includes an international-class 18-hole
course designed Greg Norman. The resort

also houses an outdoor swimming pool, play-
ground, kids' club, 24-hour gym equipped with

modern facilities, futsal, badminton, tennis courts,
much more enticing facilities.

Traveler's Paradise

Global Luxury in Pink City
Debutant - JW Marriott Resort and Spa, Jaipur 

Place - Rajasthan
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Me  L
mplifiedA

Artichokes and Cheese
Lasgnaetta, Duck Puff Pastry

Cannoli, Olives Breaded
Codfish Filet and more.

For the first time in the city,
in association with Fratelli
Vineyards Marriott Suites,

Pune presented stalwarts of
regional Tuscan to their

patrons. Chefs Monica and
Franca - Cuisine brought

culinary traditions of Tuscany
magic on the table and open-
ing a whole new selection of

Italian dishes to the guests.

Shawarmas, Bruschetta, Harissa
Fish Tikka, Toxic Mousse,
Watermelon Panacotta, Paan
Cheesecake and more.
Who doesn't want to have bliss-
ful lunch that leaves them
drooling for more? Scrumptious
meals, toxic desserts and to-die-
for cocktails are served at Glocal
Junction's Lunch Buffet along-
side feet tapping music. The
'lunch-athon' is perfect way to
treat yourself from Mondays to
Saturdays.

Phad Thai, Tom Yum Soup,
Thai Satays, Thai Curries and
more

An authentic Thai menu was
crafted by Chef Sukol
Songserm from Phuket
Marriott Resort & Spa at
Marriott Suites Pune. Chef
Sukol is known and loved for
harmoniously mixing sour,
sweet, salty, bitter and spicy
flavours that make each of his
dishes come alive.

Tuscan
Affair

Sunday
Brunch

Lunch
Buffet

ThaiSojourn

Herbed Grilled Chicken Skewers,
Hen Benepict, Buttermilk Waffles

and Pancakes, Malto Mojito and
more.

Henpecked presents to its
patrons a specially curated

menu to enjoy a wholesome
Sunday Brunch. The restaurant

offers a farm-to-fork dining
experience with an aim to

encourage the Indian farmers.
They use the rich local produce

grown and served fresh in the
form of exotic preparations.

Henpecked Kalaghoda,
Mumbai

Marriott Suites,
Pune 

Glocal Junction,
Mumbai
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Given by – Small Business Awards 2018
Receiver – Corporate Traveller

Corporate Traveller, the SME arm/wing of FCM Travel Solutions,
the Indian subsidiary of Flight Centre Travel Group (FCTG),
Australia was awarded as the ‘Travel Business of the Year’ by Small
Business Awards 2018 in the travel management category. Amidst a
large gathering, Gaurav Luthra, President, Corporate Traveller &
Head of Products & Supplier Relations, FCM Travel Solutions,
Indian subsidiary of FCTG, Australia was felicitated with the award at
a gala evening at the JW Marriott Hotel, New Delhi.

Given By – MODI Awards 2018
Receiver – M. Balaji, CEO of Clarks Exotica
Convention Resort & Spa
M Balaji, CEO of one of the leading resorts and MICE destinations,
Clarks Exotica Convention Resort & Spa - Bengaluru was recognized
as ‘CEO of the Year’ at the ET Now MODI Awards 2018. M Balaji
joined the Clarks Exotica family during its inception in 2007. With
nearly two decades of experience and in-depth knowledge of the
Indian Hospitality industry, Balaji’s contribution is recognized as
instrumental in establishing and making Clarks Exotica Convention
Resort & Spa a leading resort and MICE destination in Bengaluru.

Given By – AccorHotels Excellence Award 2017
Receiver – Pullman & Novotel New Delhi

Aerocity
Pullman & Novotel New Delhi Aerocity is honored as a winner
of AccorHotels excellence award 2017 for ‘Outstanding
Performance in F&B’. The accolade received by the hotel recog-
nized the efforts of the culinary team that has transformed the food
& beverage outlets with improved numbers and guest experience
scores by implementing innovative concepts, using latest tech-
nologies and more such constructive measures. Pullman &
Novotel New Delhi has an extensive range of dining options,
including a specialty restaurant and a 24 hour coffee shop, the
hotel caters to every need of the evolved traveller. 

Travel Business of the Year

CEO of the Year 

Outstanding Performance in F&B
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Given By – World Federation of Hospitality
Professionals & Stars of the Industry Group
Receiver – Bhagwan Balani, General Manager of
Hilton
General Manager of Hilton Mumbai International Airport, Bhagwan
Balani was recently recognized as the Hospitality Superstars at the
award ceremony hosted by World Federation of Hospitality
Professionals & Stars of the Industry Group. A veteran in the hospital-
ity space with 23 years of experience, Balani won the achievement
based on his tenure as the general manager for Hilton Mumbai
International Airport. In addition to running a successful property,
based on service, quality and customer feedback, he was recognized
along with other established industry leaders through his vast experi-
ence in different areas of the business and demonstrated exceptional
leadership and management skills.

Given By – Travel + Leisure, US
Receiver – Narendra Bhawan Bikaner
Narendra Bhawan Bikaner, a design boutique hotel, operated by
MRS Group has been recognized as part of Travel + Leisure’s It List
2018 by Travel + Leisure, US. The hotel is among the ‘56 best new
hotels changing the travel landscape.’ Each year, the highly selective It
List is chosen by Travel + Leisure editors and contributors, based on
their visits to each property and their evaluation of the most exciting
new hotels around the world. Speaking on the recognition,
Manvendra Singh Shekhawat, Managing Director, MRS Group said,
“We are delighted that Narendra Bhawan Bikaner, the newest hotel
in our portfolio, has been included in the ‘It List’. The prestigious
Travel + Leisure, US magazine has given us this recognition because
we have built and nurtured our hotel with care, and our associates
always strive to exceed guest expectations.”

Travel + Leisure’s It List

Given By - The Hospitality Sales & Marketing
Association International
Receiver - Best Western® Hotels & Resorts
The Hospitality Sales & Marketing Association International
(HSMAI) honored Best Western® Hotels & Resorts with 65
Adrian Awards for excellence in digital marketing, advertising and
public relations during the 61st Annual Adrian Awards Gala on in
New York City. Of the 65 awards, Best Western earned one cov-
eted platinum award, 19 golds, 22 silvers and 23 bronzes. HSMAI
also honored Kelly Dalton, Senior Director of Corporate
Communications of Best Western Hotels and Resorts, as one of
the HSMAI Top 25 Extraordinary Minds in Hospitality Sales,
Marketing, and Revenue Optimization.

Adrian Awards for excellence in digital

marketing, advertising and public relations

Hospitality Superstar
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Deepak Kumar 
Executive Director, ITPO

Chhavi Bharadwaj
MD, MPSTDC

Pawan Agarwal
CEO, FSSAI






